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The “Human Sensor:” Bridging Between
Human Data and Services
Neal Lathia

Abstract
Data from ‘human sensors’ is increasingly easy to collect. Yet how may systems be designed that put it to use? This chapter discusses this question in three
steps. First, we describe how the increasing ubiquity of digital systems is facilitating the creation of streams of human data. We characterise these data sources according to their purpose, obtrusiveness, structure, and hierarchy. Then, we address
the kinds of systems that are already reaping the benefits of these data sources; they
are broadly categorised as recommendation, retrieval, and behaviour-mediating systems. Finally, we describe a case study of potential systems that may be built to support urban travellers by leveraging the data that travellers themselves create while
navigating their city. The chapter concludes with three open research challenges,
related to understanding the context of data creation, the systems that are designed
to use this data, and how to best architect a bridge between the two.

1.1 Introduction
The technology that we encounter in our daily lives is increasingly characterised
by its ability to collect from, store, and process growing amounts of diverse data
streams about human life. These sources of data range from small to large and offer
varying levels of insight into our behaviours, thoughts, decisions, and actions. Researchers’ ability to source from these data streams gives rise to the idea of humans
as sensors: existing and technologically feasible (social, sensing, smartphone, or
otherwise) systems digitise a growing number of facets of life, and provide access
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to data that historically remained quantitatively unavailable.
While the existence of human data sources continues to grow, an ongoing challenge that researchers face is how to go beyond analysis, and towards designing and
building systems that put these datasets to use. The overarching question is: if we
can source data from humans (who, in doing so, act as our ‘sensors’), how do we
fit these people into the design or broader framework of systems that leverage the
data’s value?
In this chapter, we consider how researchers may reason about building the bridge
between human data and systems. We do so by discussing three broad questions.
First, where does human-sensor data come from? The literature in this area is diverse
and fragmented, yet crowd-sourcing, participatory sensing, and database mining all
share remarkable similarities in terms of the data that they provide. We therefore
characterise these data sources in terms of their original purpose, the obtrusiveness
of collecting them, and their underlying structure. Second, what system models exist
where this data is applicable? In particular, we discuss recommendation, retrieval,
and emerging behaviour-mediating technologies; each of these provide a framework
for applying human data to serve different needs. In doing so, we expose a set of
examples of systems that have been built using data from crowds and sensors. We
highlight how these system models are applied to human mobility data by describing a case study of using public transport access records to build automated alert and
fare-recommendation systems. Finally, we discuss three open research questions in
this space, which encompass the spectrum of system building: understanding data
representativity, uncovering how system design affects learning about humans, and
the challenge of reasoning about relevance and effectiveness across different application domains.

1.2 Generating Data Streams
We begin by discussing the context of using humans as sensors. Broadly speaking,
a sensor is a means of translating a physical phenomenon into a digital signal; for
example, a gyroscope measures its orientation. Referring to a “human sensor” acts
as an umbrella term for our growing ability to capture data streams about human
life—activities, movements, thoughts, behaviours—and encompasses the variety of
both explicitly and implicitly available means of collecting data from or about people, via digital systems.
For example, the widespread adoption of smartphones (as well as other sensorenhanced devices) now means that people regularly carry items that are instrumented with means for collecting data streams that tell us about their behaviour;
moreover, smartphones are, naturally, built as interactive devices and thus ideal for
collecting data that is manually input while on the go. Researchers can therefore
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leverage these devices to collect data via both sensors [17] and participant’s direct
input [27].
How does all this data collection come to fruition? The research literature that has
begun to emerge in this space often discusses contributions as broadly related to
participatory sensing or crowd-sourcing. The narrative behind the former [8] is
that the increasing ubiquity of sensor-enhanced devices gives rise to the potential
of collecting data from a community of, for example, participating smartphones.
The focus here tends to be on the availability of sensors [30]: the spread of smartphones throughout the world has translated the historical problem of deploying sensor networks into one of harnessing volunteers’ sensors for data collection. Crowdsourcing [16], instead, focuses on the opportunity that arises to tackle large problems by means of groups of volunteers, where each individual’s contribution may be
small (e.g., writing an article or, indeed, appending a couple of sentence to one) but
the group’s output is significant (e.g., creating Wikipedia). Much like participatory
sensing, the key factor that determines the success of crowd-sourced data collection
is the ability to harness, engage, and maintain a community of contributors. Delineating the nuances between these two groups therefore goes beyond the scope of this
chapter: instead, we focus on similarities and where the two methods are beginning
to meet. Both crowd-sourcing and participatory sensing are active means of generating data: advances in mobile devices now means that data from “crowds” is often
accompanied by sensor data (e.g., geo-located tweets [43]), crowds’ smartphones
can be used to work on sensor-related tasks [61], and sensor data can be harnessed
by means of social systems (e.g., fine-grained GPS mapping from Foursquare checkins [56] and merging social activity sharing with sensor sampling [26]). In fact, some
research now blends the terms together into crowd-sensing [46].
An alternative source of human data arises, instead, from those repositories of information that are automatically created as we use different systems: many of these
databases have presented the opportunity for research that comes as a consequence
of the pre-existence of data, unlike the more traditional research that solicits defining questions and hypotheses prior to data collection. Increasingly, a variety of daily
tasks that we engage in create digital “footprints” including: renting a shared bicycle
[22], making a telephone call [50], clicking on web links [48], taking a photograph
[23], and entering a public transport system [7] are amongst a growing family of actions that are automatically logged. More importantly, while individual entries may,
at face value, seem meaningless, the aggregation of large samples of these datasets
convert them into invaluable resources for insight into human life, even though they
were originally created to serve other purposes.
The landscape of human-driven data that is available to modern-day researchers
is, therefore, seemingly limitless. How can it be characterised? In the following section, we review how many of these data sources are being put to use; we close here
by broadly characterising the varying qualities of human-sourced data:
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1. Obtrusiveness. A hallmark characteristic that differentiates different sources of
“human sensor” data is the effort and commitment that is required by participants in order to serve the researcher’s purposes. Consider, for example, the difference between participatory sensing to gauge transportation modalities [51]
vs. sensor-augmented experience sampling to measure the geography of happiness [39]. In the former, all that is required is for participants to contribute
samples from their smartphone sensors, in the latter, participants must manually complete momentary mood assessments.
2. Original Purpose. Human-sourced data is further differentiated by considering
why it was originally created. For example, the original intent behind tweets
and Foursquare check-ins is to participate in those services’ social functions by,
for example, sharing your location with your friends. The fact that these data
sources are now used to study mobility [41] and mood [44] is divorced from
the data’s original purpose; on the other hand, sensor samples collected after
manually inputting an activity [26] and location traces from participants’ cars
[21] construct datasets that directly respond to a research question at hand.
3. Perspective Hierarchy. A common theme amongst human data sets is that,
by being sourced from individuals, they contain a hierarchy of perspectives.
For example, tweets may be used to study and build for individuals [24] or
cities [44]. Similarly, sensors can reflect on both individuals’ [11] or city-wide
[31] behaviours. Navigating and building from these data sources often means
picking one level of this hierarchy for analysis.
4. Structural or Itemised. A final means of characterising human-sourced data
comes from asking how each source encodes human behaviour. Drawing from
the previous example [26], some systems directly associate behaviour with data;
in this case, sensor streams are ‘labelled’ with the user’s current activity. On the
other hand, alternative sources provide a means of analysing behaviour via the
relationships that emerge within the data. For example, web clicks on search
results encode an intent for information [48], and mobility traces encode underlying communities and social relationships [6].
In the above, we introduced the first step required to build with “human sensors:”
using humans to source data about daily life. In the following section, we review
how these sources of data are being translated into new insight—where empirical
measurement has historically been elusive—and how the web has become the primary example of using this data as a foundation for information services.

1.3 Putting Data Streams to Use
As introduced above, the state-of-the-art facilitates collecting data from humans
more so than putting that data to use within systems designed to include facets of
human computation. Arguably, while data collection methodologies may suffice for
scientific enquiry, the value of human data has not been fully reaped until it is part
of an ecosystem that supports those behaviours that it was measured from. In this
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section, we discuss a number of examples where visions of how human data can be
integrated into systems have appeared. In particular, we consider scenarios where
the human data is not simply used as a body of knowledge that can be accessed (e.g.,
Wikipedia), but fully enables the existence of new systems. Broadly speaking, we
decompose these systems into three categories: those that support recommendation,
information retrieval, and behaviour change.

1.3.1 Recommending Items
The idea of giving users personalised, automated recommendations pervades the
online world. Hallmark examples of these systems include Amazon.com’s product recommendation [38] and Netflix’s movie recommender [1] systems; however,
social [24] and search [15] systems are now also characterised by personalisation
algorithms. These systems are grounded in a view of the world where the number of available ‘items’ (e.g., movies, e-commerce products) far outnumber each
user’s ability to sort through, evaluate, and find the subset that best matches their
preferences [52]. These systems therefore tend to use collaborative filtering: an algorithmic approach that takes as input a sparse set of ratings or representations of
preference, and produces personalised rankings for each user [55]. In doing so, they
close the loop between human computation (since humans provide ratings that ‘evaluate’ items) and machine learning (which predict values for unrated items) to serve
behavioural interests (finding new items).
The value of the model underpinning the design of recommender systems is that
they are fully agnostic of what is being recommended. In principle, this means that
any scenario that can be described as a set of ‘items,’ a set of ‘users’ with preferences, and required a mapping between the two may suit systems that leverage both
humans’ relevance judgements and machine learning.
A growing set of examples show how this model is being applied outside of the domain of the web. A notable example relates to discovering places and social events
in the physical world: for example, cell phone data sourced from a city can be used
to infer those social events that people are attending, and provide them with recommendations about others that they may be interested in [45]. Similarly, GPS data
from people’s smartphones can be used to find venues of interest [58, 56], or even
recommend where to go after visiting their current location [42]. Beyond locationdiscovery, data from human mobility has been applied to, for example, helping taxi
drivers find their next fare [63]. Similarly, the photos that we take have been shown
to uncover the world’s interesting locations [12]: this data fits into recommenderstyle applications by, for example, supporting tourists who are navigating an unfamiliar place [23].
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1.3.2 Mediating Behaviour
While recommendation systems seek to support those contexts where users are navigating large ‘item’ repositories, there are many domains beyond the user-item model
where behaviours may nonetheless be mediated by the data that they produce. These
systems are often referred to as persuasive [19] or behaviour-change [25] technologies, which merge the data that can be sensed or collected about human behaviour
with behavioural theory about how habits are formed, changed, or maintained. In
many instances, the loop between data collection and system design is closed by
using the data to provide feedback to a user.
Such systems have already been applied to a host of domains. For example, users’
own data can be fed back to them in the context of sustainable travel choices [20]
and physical activity [11]. In these cases, the data that is collected by directly measuring users’ behaviours is then returned via feedback interfaces which may nudge
participants’ choices [28]. We further note that–rather than using the data to provide feedback to users–data about human activities can also be used to mediate the
control of systems: for example, room occupancy prediction can be used to automatically tailor the management of household heating systems [29].
The key design issue in these domains seems to revolve around how to best implement behavioural theory in systems and, in parallel, how systems may augment the
potential to extend behavioural theory [25]. In these cases, individuals’ data plays
two roles: first, it provides a source for self-measurement and understanding [37].
Moreover, it supports automating the extent that people can track their commitment
and progress towards accomplishing their goals, representing their identities, and
uncovering their own inconsistent behaviours [10].

1.3.3 Monitoring and Retrieving Knowledge
A final application scenario for ‘human sensor’ data is to use the information that
is collected to support retrieval-type contexts which were previously inaccessible to
users. The application scenarios here are far-reaching; unlike the above, the model
here relies on supporting information needs that can be expressed via a query of
some type. For example, participatory sensing indicates that systems that what once
relied on time tables to provide public transport information [18] can now use passengers’ smartphone sensors to crowd-source bus inter-arrival times [64]: the answer
to the question “how long do I have to wait at this bus stop?” can be driven by sensor
data, rather than time tables.
Beyond individuals’ mobility within a city, the data available from movements of
crowds has led researchers to advocate for using these sources to guide future urban
planning and leadership [57, 49]: city “leaders and service providers are looking to
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base decisions on data” [2]. In these cases, crowd-sourced data replaces the kinds of
queries (for example, “how do people use these urban spaces?”) that were previously
answered by arduous field studies. For example, consider the challenge of defining
urban neighbourhoods: the data sourced from people’s movements now supports
dynamically defining and visualising communities [13]. It is worth noting that, in
some cases, similar datasets may be applicable to multiple domains. For example,
the previous section mentioned using sensor-enhanced taxis to help drivers find their
next fare. Similar placements of sensors on taxis can help local governments track
their city’s pollution [62].
Even the behaviours that accompany retrieval-systems can themselves become informative. For example, search query behaviour related to mental health has been
shown to be seasonal [3]; similarly, queries about medication reveals the side-effects
of combined drug usage [60]. Such data, that emerges from people using a search
engine, could thus become the foundation for monitoring and retrieval tools that
support medical practitioners’ work.
The examples above decompose the usage of human-sourced data into three generic
application scenarios: those that support recommendation, mediate (and aide to
change) behaviours, and those that create new forms of retrieval systems. All of
these application scenarios share a common vision: that is, taking the collection of
“human sensor” data beyond mere analysis, and using it as a foundation for building systems. As above, in many of these cases the data that was collected was not
originally intended to support the design of such systems. In the following section,
we consider a particular use case: translating data that was originally intended to log
public transport financial transactions into a basis for personalised transport information systems.

1.4 A Case Study: Computation with Smart Cards
In this section, we focus on one particular use case: turning transport smart cards
into sources of information for travel services, with a particular focus on how it
may be implemented in London, England [36]. Smart cards are increasingly being
adopted by public transport authorities across the world: they are typically personal
RFID-enabled cards that store passengers’ fares or tickets. In doing so, they facilitate the process of paying for and accessing public transport and remove the need to
carry paper-based tickets. However, a consequence of automating the billing process
is that detailed records about millions of passengers’ movements and fare purchases
throughout a public transport network are created.
For example, the London public transport system uses the Oyster card: a personal
contact-less smart card that allows passengers to access all of the city’s multi-modal
transport systems, which includes underground trains (11 interconnected lines with
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270 stations), overground trains (5 lines with 78 stations), and buses (about 8,000
buses service 19,000 stops). The Oyster card itself is used to store fares, which
come as both credit/pay-per-journey or travel passes, and is then used to enter and
exit train stations and when boarding buses. By 2009, this system accounted for approximately 80% of all public transport trips in the city [59].
What do these records tell us about the city and its public transport passengers?
Recent work has uncovered that this data contains a hierarchy of information, that
ranges from patterns about individuals and communities, to city-wide behaviours:
navigating between these levels demonstrates the granularity of analysis that this
data enables. At the grandest scale, Oyster data reflects the overriding week-day
commuting pattern of the city and shows that the metropolitan area of London, when
considered based on passenger flows, has a polycentric structure [53]. Similarly,
analysis of the large-scale features of the data shows how passengers travel choices
relate to the financial behavioural incentives that are delineated by the transport
authority [31]; for example, peak-fares seem to guide travellers’ fare purchase decisions (rather than their choice to travel), students do not buy fares that they would be
eligible to purchase at a discount, and the availability of free travel radically alters
peoples’ likelihood of taking a bus. By stepping down to the community-level, and
using the data about where humans travel between to model how communities interact with one another, the same records show that mobility patterns correlate with
social deprivation [35]. Finally, individual patterns of mobility measured via these
smart cards uncovers the variance between different individuals’ travel choices [33]
and the extent that passengers overspend on public transport by failing to relate their
travel behaviours to the fare most suited to them [32].
How can this researchers ‘close the loop,’ and turn this insight into human-data
driven systems? We consider two examples, which leverage the latter analytic results: namely, that smart card data provides a means for measuring differences between individuals’ behaviours. Therefore, a first step into this domain could entail diversifying the output of transport information services, in order to cater for
personal differences. Historically, public transport information systems have been
centred on the system itself (by providing, for example, the location of a transit
service or, scheduled and estimated arrival times of trains or buses) and has not
automatically tailored its output to individual travellers. Consider, for example, the
Transport for London Travel Alerts1 ; this system requires passengers to manually
set their travel choices and times. Replacing this manual input with the automated
smart card data would not only alleviate users from this task, but allows for data
that can predict travel times more accurately than time tables [36] and automatically
rank the importance of station alerts in such a way to even capture the importance
of places that travellers have not historically visited [33].
Similarly, the individual-level analysis uncovered that passengers often make the
1

http://alerts.tfl.gov.uk/
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incorrect fare choices when making purchases: at a city-wide level, this overspending was estimated to be approximately GBP 200 million per year [32]. Part of the
problem emerges from the difficulty that people have in (a) estimating their own
travel needs, and (b) linking their own forecasts with the optimal fare, particularly
since the nuances between fares may not be apparent. Smart cards, however, act as
an implicit diary for all public transport usage, and reveal that mobility is consistent
enough that simple, moving-average based techniques are sufficient for accurately
predicting those features of mobility that are relevant to fare purchases. Moreover,
supervised learning techniques were then shown to be able to accurately predict
between 77% (Naive Bayes) to 98% (Decision Trees) of the ‘cheapest’ fares that
passengers need.
Both of these results demonstrate how data that has been sourced from human behaviour can be used and contribute back towards guiding it. By borrowing techniques that have been widely applied in the online world (personalisation and recommender systems) and applying them to pervasive data (from smart cards), this
research demonstrates how many of the tools, techniques, and data sources to build
future systems are already available today: the biggest challenge being how to build
an appropriate bridge between them. In the following section, we consider a range
of open problems that are hidden within this cycle of system building, and discuss
how research is required to address them.

1.5 Looking Forward: Three Research Challenges
In the previous sections, we broadly characterised the what (data sources) and how
(system models) of building systems with humans in the loop. As we move forward,
it is likely that the applicability of these techniques will pervade many more facets of
daily life; to date, many interesting datasets continue to remain behind closed doors.
However, many open challenges remain; these range from technical to ethical challenges associated with computation with humans. In this section, we consider those
open challenges that directly relate to building systems: a discussion of the broader
issues of privacy and informed consent, while relevant, goes beyond the points that
we enumerate here. Instead, we focus on three questions: (a) is the data itself valid?
(b) does tailoring a system’s design affect its inferences? and (c) how can the loop
between data and user be closed most appropriately?
A prominent issue that arises when building the kind of (recommendation, retrieval,
behaviour-related) systems discussed above is that understanding what is not represented in the data is often overlooked [14]. In this case, it is worth differentiating
between data sparsity, which undermines the predictive power of machine learning
algorithms, and data representativity, which is more about considering the inherent
bias in the collection of any human dataset. Participation in publicly deployed applications, whether online or offline and with or without sensors, will be limited to
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self-selecting users; moreover, the typical distribution of participation between those
who do tends to be highly non-uniform. Naturally, data derived from social media
is ‘skewed’ by the extent that its users are a fair sample of the general population.
While it is arguable that analysing data from millions trumps the same analysis on
dozens, this newfound scale is not, in itself, a problem, but understanding the demographics of these sources is [40]. This issue gains importance if we consider that the
way people use systems often breaks from our assumptions: notable examples include that online accounts (which, historically, researchers have assumed to belong
to individuals) are shared between household members [5], and twitter data (which
researchers assume is sourced from humans) is actually rife with automated bots [9].
From a system perspective, the interplay between the quantity and granularity of
data collection continues to stand at odds with the obtrusiveness and energy consumption required on participants and their devices. For example, smartphone sensing applications will always need to trade off between sensor sampling rates and
the battery usage; while recent work [47] shows how off-loading to nearby sensors
may alleviate this problem, the question of how this design should vary between
different contexts remains open. To what extent does optimising for battery life or,
more generally, technical-related facets of a system (storage, connectivity, etc.) influence a system’s ability to make reasonable inferences about a person’s behaviour?
Moreover, one of the most challenging tasks of system design is that of translating
a high-level requirement (e.g., “I would like to give my users recommendations”)
into a task that can be suitably addressed by algorithms (i.e., “predicted preference
ratings can be used to rank unrated content”). This process critically defines how
systems reason about the data at hand and, more broadly, begins to put boundaries
on the system’s behaviour. In continuing with the recommendation example: defining an algorithmic approach to recommendations as one of generating a static set
of predictions from user rating data will, for example, explicitly ignore the system’s
temporal behaviour [34].
Finally, the bridge itself between the data and systems continues to pose open research questions. Architecting a system to feed back any kind of information from
human-sourced data requires researchers to continuously revisit the concept of relevance [54], not only in order to effectively close the loop, but also as a means of evaluating whether systems are worthwhile or achieving their goals [25]. This becomes
particularly challenging in the context of the kind of potential systems described
above: many of the methodologies for most appropriately evaluating the quality
of the system (e.g., recommendation quality, whether/to what extent behaviour has
been changed) remain elusive and the subject of active research.
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1.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have provided a broad overview of how the human sensor may fit
into the design of future systems. The main question that we discussed was, given
the growing diversity and availability of data that encodes human behaviour: how
can this data become an integral part of systems that support our every day life?
To do so, this chapter discussed the data itself, by considering the similarities in
the different techniques that have historically been used to source it. Most notably,
whether crowd-sourcing, participatory-sensing, or database mining techniques are
adopted, the result is a representation of human behaviour which can be characterised in terms of its collection obtrusiveness (manual or automated), its original purpose (e.g., social vs. sensor), and its structure (both implicit hierarchy and
whether behaviour is directly encoded or emerges from relationships in the data).
We further broadly characterised three kinds of systems (recommendation, retrieval,
behaviour-mediating) that can leverage these sources, and touched on three issues
that remain unsolved within the context of system design. By attempting to thread a
high-level narrative that demonstrates how human data can be put to use, this chapter naturally did not delve into the details of recommender, retrieval, and persuasive
systems, although many suitable resources exist for further reading [4, 52, 19]. Finally, we discussed how these considerations motivate to future research: as future
systems are designed, researchers and practitioners will need to tackle open questions about the input data itself, the potentially biasing role a system plays once
high-level requirements are translated to algorithmic solutions, and how to most
appropriately draw the link back to the humans that each system is designed for.
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